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Betrayed, the second installment in the best-selling House of Night series, is dark and sexy and as

thrilling as it is utterly shocking. Fledgling vampyre Zoey Redbird has managed to settle in at the

House of Night. She's come to terms with the vast powers the vampyre goddess, Nyx, has given

her and is getting a handle on being the new Leader of the Dark Daughters, the school's most elite

group. Best of all, Zoey's made some new friends, and she finally feels like she belongs - like she

really fits in. She actually has a boyfriend...or two. And despite the best efforts of her mother and

step-loser, John, to humiliate her publically during parent visitation, she's earned the respect of her

professors and High Priestess, Neferet. Then the unthinkable happens: Human teenagers are being

killed, and all the evidence points to the House of Night, straining human-vamp tensions in Tulsa to

a breaking point. While danger stalks the humans from Zoey's old life, she finds herself drawn into

an intoxicating forbidden flirtation that threatens to distract her from the growing crisis. Then, when

she needs her new friends the most, death strikes the House of Night. Too late, Zoey begins to

realize that the very powers that make her so unique might also threaten those she loves, and she

must find the courage to face a betrayal that could break her heart and her soul and jeopardize the

very fabric of her world.
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It's kind of nice when you can read a series of 12 books and not be able to tell anyone what part

was in what title because the story line just flows that well! I really wouldn't suggest anyone just

buying this book without buying the whole series and starting from the beginning of the story. As a



matter of fact I wouldn't suggest buying any of them without buying the first book of the series and

starting from there. This series follows Zoey Redbird, a teenager who finds herself turning into the

most powerful Vampyre the world has ever seen. (Yes the spelling of vampyre is how they spell it in

these books :) ) Zoey is faced with the important task of saving/protecting the world from the evils

that threaten it. The main villain in this series is Neferet, a woman who used to follow the Goddess

over all Vampyres and was at one time considered righteous, however she turned evil and started

following the voice of someone much darker. Each book tells a part of the story where Zoey and

Neferet clash and have to fight either each other or some one who is partnering up with Neferet. I'll

stop there as I don't want to give too much away, but I will certainly add that the book is very

entertaining and did a very good job of keeping me wanting to come back for more. Its easy to

understand why this series has such a huge following. I would recommend it to anyone interested in

this genre.

I became interested in the House of Night Novels after purchasing Wisdom of the House of Night

Oracle Cards. I was so enthralled with the tarot cards, and wanted to learn more about the

characters on the cards. I have read two books out of A House of Night series, and might I add they

were not in order. It's hard to pass up books for $3 at your local bookstore.The House of Night

series fans will be happy for the follow-up and continuity from the previous books. Especially, if you

have your favorites. I think the fact I read this series out of order led to me getting restless with the

story. There were some parts that seemed to drag on and on - to the point I had to put the book

down for a few days.I wouldn't say this a bad book, but I would recommend reading this series in

order. I believe readers that have read this series in order is more invested in characters than

people that haven't.

Ever the master manipulator, Neferet has managed to bamboozle the Vampyre High Council into

believing she has returned to the Light and has been reinstated as a High Priestess. Wanting

revenge on Zoey Redbird, Neferet must first lure her back to Tulsa. Zoey and her Guardian Warrior,

James Stark, have chosen to remain on the Isle of Skye for some rest. Everyone else has returned

to Tulsa's House of Night only to find everything on the border of chaos.Stevie Rae is the first-ever

Red Vampyre High Priestess. She is still dealing with her emotions from breaking up with her

boyfriend, Dallas, and her mixed feelings for Rephaim, the Raven Mocker that she shares an Imprint

with. But the stress on Stevie Rae is beginning to show. So when a friend of their inner-circle dies,

Stevie Rae makes the phone call which brings Zoey and Stark back to Tulsa. Though all know



Neferet murdered their friend, no one has any proof and she has a solid alibi.Rephaim, the son of

Kalona, strives to keep his relationship with Stevie Rae from his father and Neferet. Torn between

his respect for his father and his mixed feelings for Stevie Rae, Rephaim can neither betray his

father, nor stop protecting this new friend. However, the Raven Mocker will soon be forced to

choose between his immortal parent and the Red One. Until then, Rephaim will brainstorm for a way

to remove Kalona's spirit from beneath Neferet's controlling thumb.** TWO STARS! As with the

previous book (Burned), little happens to move events along. As with what happened to Heath a

couple of titles past, another character is culled from the series. Dallas, the rogue red fledglings, and

Erik only have brief cameo parts in this installment of the series. To be honest, I cannot see any

reason for Dallas, Erik, or the rogue fledglings to even have been mentioned.The character of Zoey

still comes across as weak and immature. Hiding away from her problems and leaving others in

danger is simply out of Zoey's character. I no longer feel a connection to her. Instead, the character

of Stevie Rae is toughing things out. Yet even Stevie Rae is avoiding her duties this time around.

She blows off her close friend and Prophetess, Kramisha, often.(Sort of like: If I do not let Kramisha

tell me the problem, then it does not really exist.)Speaking of Kramisha's character, the Poet

Laureate seems to be highly intelligent, so why can she not speak proper English? To me, this

comes across as a racial slur - something I thought this generation had managed to filter out.

Kramisha is more level-headed and has more backbone than any other character currently within

the HON series. The authors really need to develop Kramisha's character more and give her more

time in the spotlight.P.C. and Kristin Cast are talented authors who have managed to create a

mystical world full of strong characters for readers to cheer on and evil villains for them to hate.

Even though the titles of Burned and Awakened are little more than fluff and filler, I have hope that

the writing duo will bring back the high standards of entertainment readers had become accustomed

to. **Reviewed by Detra Fitch of Huntress Reviews.

Addicted to the series. Always a good read. I love me some supernatural. I do like the author's style

of writing, which feels natural and compatible to the way we talk and think. Good character

development. Love the fact that the author references modern icons, movies and events. Story lines

are interesting and filled with drama and edge of your seat excitement and anticipation. I do love to

hate the villain and this one is evil. Only negatives are ones that waste good story space and time,

such as, the repetitive descriptions of past events and characteristics of people and then the

romantic events or inner insecurity issues can definitely use some editing as it can, in places, be

blah blah blah....tedious and over descriptive for what is needed. I usually just skip over these



sections and get back to what's really happening with the story. There are also some typos here

and there that bug me on rare occasion because I wish I could just fix them myself! Oh, and though

the length of these books are typical, I would love if some authors would just make books that are

seriously thick again, like 500 pages or more! Other than that. I highly recommend this series. You

won't regret it.
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